BetterYou Magnesium Skin Body Lotion

BetterYou Magnesium Skin Body Lotion 180ml

Magnesium rich body lotion

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
USD19.80
USD22.00

Ask a question about this product
ManufacturerBetterYou

Description
Description:
BetterYou™p> MagnesiumSkin Body Lotion is an incredibly effective, lightweight formula with a perfect balance of skin kind ingredients.
Magnesium Body Lotion contains 30% BetterYou™ MagnesiumOil combined with shea butter, cocoa butter, coconut oil and vitamin E. When
used daily this light formulation will moisturise and hydrate skin to promote a healthy skin glow.
The world we live in is tough on skin. That’s why we use BetterYou MagnesiumOil as the main ingredient in MagnesiumSkin Body Lotion. A
powerful mineral, it is key in helping repair and replenish, improving elasticity and overall skin health. Which means your skin is ready for
whatever the day has in store.
The lightweight formulation has been designed for daily all-over application, to hydrate, moisturise and promote a healthy glow.
Formulated for topical use and applied directly onto the skin BetterYou MagnesiumSkin Body Lotion is absorbed in to the highly porous
epidermis and through to the blood vessels and muscles beneath. Completely bypassing the digestive system where many nutrients are not
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absorbed. Transdermal magnesium offers a simple and scientifically proven method of magnesium supplementation.
Features:
-Contains 30% BetterYou MagnesiumOil
-Lighter daily formula ideal for all-over application
-Dermatologically tested
-Promotes healthy, glowing skin
-Developed for daily usage
-Suitable for use during pregnancy
-Free from man-made pollutants and heavy metals.
-Paraben free.
-Suitable for use by vegetarians and vegans.
-Proudly British made. Never tested on animals.
Use:
Gently massage MagnesiumSkin Body Lotion into clean, dry skin. For use all over the body.
For the best results, use after having a bath or shower.
Dermatologically tested.
For external use only. Avoid contact with eyes. Do not use on damaged or broken skin.
Use within 12 months of opening.
The purity of MagnesiumSkin Body Lotion makes it suitable for all ages and during pregnancy.

Reviews
There are yet no reviews for this product.
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